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This month s Notes from the Field comes to you from guest contributor,
Kristina Baines.

tangible link to life
beyond my
firehearth may have
served to make
Instead, my easy
access to
information,
coupled with my
passable tortilla
making skills, has
made me an asset to
community

A local bush food, ch'i kaai flower buds, fried and ready to eat in the
month of August, while Tuli looks on hopefully. Photo courtesy of
Kristina Baines
As I begin the last weeks of my dissertation fieldwork, the preferred topic of
to my (extensive) anthropological training, I felt well prepared to enter my
study community and immerse myself in a version of the tried and tested
ethnographic methodology, however, I never gave much thought to the idea
that the time and care spent entering would or should be mirrored in the

community, however, are eager for more details than I will always come
and it has become clear that my extraction is requiring as much emotional
honesty and practical finesse as my immersion.
While my field experience, immersed in a Mopan Maya subsistence farming
community in southern Belize, has certainly borne some hallmarks of the
ethnographers of yore, in reality I have spent the better part of this past year
about an hour
this tangible link to life beyond my firehearth may have served to make
passable tortilla making skills, has made me an asset to community
anthropological
researcher. I am helping as well as learning. This reciprocal
arrangement works well in this community where traditional Maya practices
of work exchange or helping each other are the norm and wage labor is
much less common. It is this system, and my interest in the connection
between these traditional work practices and the wellness of community
members, that has strengthened my bonds.
Coming from an applied Anthropology department, many of my colleagues
with interests also falling under the Medical Anthropology moniker are
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clear role in the
community beyond
anthropological
researcher. I am
helping as well as
learning.
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able to successfully and elegantly address their research questions without
understand how bodies change in response to traditional environmental
practice, I needed to spend many days carrying wash to the creek and
depriving myself of sleep making tortillas late into the evening during
from a boiled pig s head or kneeling in darkness on a cement floor
surrounded by whispered prayers for the restoration of health for a nearly
dead man, were, perhaps, the most instructive and certainly the most
relationship between the environment and the way the body feels, its
wellness, health, benefited from my living in this way.

AAA Launches Teaching
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At the 2011 AAA Awards
Ceremony, Bonnie Pitblado (Utah
State U) said words to the More
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Have you joined the Versatile

www.versatilephd.com. More
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American Anthropological
Association More

The author (left) with her visiting mother-in-law, Amy Linden,
washing clothes in the river. Photo courtesy of Victoria Costa
You get used to it, that s why, is a response to my nodding agreement when
my friends and community members notice the sadness that creeps across
my face when they ask if I
used to the rhythm of days in an effort to understand the importance of the
Although punctuated by informal and formal interviews, time allocation spot
observations, pile sorting and other structured data collection, my days
practicing the activities that make up a living in Santa Cruz village are what I
Oxford once proclaimed that you really can t do them at the same time and I
tend to agree), part of the challenge, perhaps, lies in how to extract myself
from the practice and take the meaningful knowledge along with me.
Of course there are the more immediate matters, like that of my pregnant
You will miss Tuli, my friends say about my devoted potlicker. Part
of my extraction involves the over-thinking of my surreptitious sharing of
my precious pieces of chicharrone in an attempt to preempt the tortilla-only
am interfering with a beneficial thrifty phenotype that should be developing
conversations, the daily visits, the way in which you are never alone in a
Maya community, the passing of time marked by the latest bush food that has
come into season that I need to learn how to prepare.
is the response I give to
inquiries about when I ll be back. Miami s proximity to Belize allows me to
funding and my need to write about what I learned before I am likely to find
simply as assurance of soon.
changes in the landscape.

rhythm that mark my departure and experiences that will carry me back
again.
Kristina Baines is a doctoral candidate in Applied Anthropology at the
from the University of Oxford and an MA in Social Anthropology from
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health in a Belizean Mopan community while participating in an NSF grant
funded collaborative project, Development and resilience of complex
Lowlands (NSF-founded the Toledo
Environmental and Cultural Heritage Alliance (TEACHA) with her
supervisor, Rebecca K. Zarger and has worked in Maya communities in
methods to share the benefits of ethnographic methodologies with a broad
audience.
douglas carl reeser is a doctoral candidate in the Department of
Anthropology at the University of South Florida, and is a contributing editor
at Recycled Minds. He is currently working on his dissertation research in
Belize, examining the intersection of State-provided health care with a
number of ethnic-based traditional medicines. He also loves food.
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